
5. The Impact of Stress on the Brain and Health
BASIC SCIENCE LEVEL 2



Outline
• All the functions of the prefrontal cortex

• Prefrontal cortex function during alert (non-stressful) conditions

• The impact of stress on the prefrontal cortex

• The Hand model of the prefrontal cortex, limbic brain and stress

• Stress alone can cause subluxations

• Traumatic experiences and stress

• How stress shuts down the prefrontal cortex and boosts the limbic brain

• Symptoms of chronic stress

• The strong link between stress, inflammation and most chronic diseases of today
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Prefrontal Cortex function is NOT just about pain processing 
and motor control!!

• Executive functions:
• Attention
• Inhibition of action
• Execution of action
• Planning
• Monitor sensory input
• Memory
• learning
• Initiation
• Hypothesis generation
• Cognitive flexibility
• Decision making
• Judgment
• Feedback utilization
• Self-perception that is necessary 

for  effective and contextually 
appropriate behaviour

• Intelligence

• Emotional regulation
• Stress response
• Traumatic stress
• Mental Health

• PTSD
• Schizophrenia
• Bipolar disorder
• Alcohol seeking behavior
• Depression
• Anxiety
• Conditioned fear

• Empathy
• Impaired social and moral 

behavior
• Psychopathy

• Neurodevelopmental 
Disorders

• ADHD
• Autism

Watanabe, M., & Sōgō, O. T.-t. R. I. (2017). The prefrontal cortex as an executive, emotional, and social brain: Springer; Yuan, P., & Raz, N. (2014). Prefrontal cortex and executive functions in 
healthy adults: A meta-analysis of structural neuroimaging studies. Neuroscience and Biobehavioral Reviews, 42, 180-192. doi:10.1016/j.neubiorev.2014.02.005

• Brainstem activation
• High blood pressure
• Increased HR
• Tight muscles
• Pain
• Sleep disorders
• Functional 

gastrointestinal 
disorders

• Immune system

• Inflammation

• Chronic disease
• Coronary artery disease
• Diabetes
• Cancer
• Obesity
• Alzheimer's disease
• Endocrine disorders
• Autoimmune disorders

© Haavik Research 2019



Prefrontal Cortex

• Rational thinking brain

• Manage our time

• Sequence our actions

• Figure out how to 
accomplish goals

• Empathy

• Emotional regulation

• Immune/inflammatory 
regulation

Hypothalamus
• When activated 

causes release of 
adrenalin and 
cortisol by 
Adrenal glands via 
pituitary gland

Amygdala
• Detects threats
• Identification of comfort, 

safety, threat, hunger, desire, 
longing, excitement, pleasure 
and pain 

Brainstem
• Moment by moment 

registration of body 
physiology (homeostasis)

• Breathing
• Heart rate
• Blood pressure
• Control of 

urination/defacation
• Endocrine
• Immune system
• ANS

© Haavik Research 2019



Prefrontal regulation during alert, non-stressed conditions
DMPFC
- Reality testing
- error monitoring

DLPFC
- Top down guidance of 

attention and thought

VMPFC
- Regulation of emotion

rIPFC
- Inhibition of inappropriate 

actions

Amygdala

Hypothalamus

Arnsten, A. F. (2009). Stress signalling pathways that impair prefrontal cortex structure and function. Nature Reviews Neuroscience, 10(6), 410.

Brainstem

PFC regulates thoughts, actions, 
reality & emotions 
• DLPFC has extensive connections 

with sensory and motor cortices 
and is key for regulating attention, 
thought and action

• DMPFC has been associated with 
error monitoring & reality testing

• rIPFC seems to be specialized for 
inhibiting inappropriate motor 
responses 

• VMPFC has extensive connections 
with subcortical structures (such as 
the amygdala, the nucleus 
accumbens and the hypothalamus) 
thus regulates emotional responses 
and habits

© Haavik Research 2019



Stress disrupts prefrontal cortex

“The reduction in PFC functioning that occurs during stress is highly 
relevant to understanding human mental and physical health. Loss of 
self-control during stress exposure can lead to relapse of a number of 
maladaptive behaviours, such as drug addiction, smoking, drinking 
alcohol and overeating”

Arnsten, A. F. (2009). Stress signalling pathways that impair prefrontal cortex structure and function. Nature Reviews Neuroscience, 10(6), 410. © Haavik Research 2019



Arnsten, A. F. (2009). Stress signalling pathways that impair prefrontal cortex structure and function. Nature Reviews Neuroscience, 10(6), 410. © Haavik Research 2019



Arnsten, A. F. (2009). Stress signalling pathways that impair prefrontal cortex structure and function. Nature Reviews Neuroscience, 10(6), p411 © Haavik Research 2019



Arnsten, A. F., Raskind, M. A., Taylor, F. B., & Connor, D. F. (2015). The effects of stress exposure on prefrontal cortex: Translating basic research into successful treatments for post-traumatic stress 
disorder. Neurobiology of Stress, 1, 89-99. © Haavik Research 2019



How to talk about the role of the PFC in 
emotional regulation to a patient

• Make a fist
• Explain the wrist is the 

brain stem (controls 
breathing, heart rate, 
etc)

• The hidden thumb is 
the ‘emotional’ limbic 
brain (no reasoning, 
not time, no words)

• The four fingers 
covering the limbic 
brain are your 
prefrontal cortex 
(reasoning, calming)

• When a stressor occurs 
our prefrontal cortex 
(the four fingers) gets 
disengaged

• Lift your four fingers up
• Without the inhibition 

from the prefrontal 
cortex we go into our 
limbic ‘emotional’ brain

• Now we become 
irrational, emotional, 
angry, sad

• Here we have no 
reasoning and time does 
not exist so no point in 
trying to ‘talk’ or ‘reason’ 
with someone who is 
operating in this place

Dr Dan Siegel’s hand model. E.g. see https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=gm9CIJ74Oxw © Haavik Research 2019

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=gm9CIJ74Oxw


Prefrontal regulation shuts down 
during major stress

DMPFC
- Reality testing
- error monitoring

DLPFC
- Top down guidance of 

attention and thought

VMPFC
- Regulation of emotion

rIPFC
- Inhibition of inappropriate 

actions

Amygdala

Hypothalamus

Arnsten, A. F. (2009). Stress signalling pathways that impair prefrontal cortex structure and function. Nature Reviews Neuroscience, 10(6), 410; Van der Kolk, B. A. (2015). The body keeps the score: 
Brain, mind, and body in the healing of trauma: Penguin Books; Amat, J., Baratta, M. V., Paul, E., Bland, S. T., Watkins, L. R., & Maier, S. F. (2005). Medial prefrontal cortex determines how stressor 
controllability affects behavior and dorsal raphe nucleus. Nature Neuroscience, 8, 365. doi:10.1038/nn1399; Arco, A. D., & Mora, F. (2009). Neurotransmitters and prefrontal cortex–limbic system 
interactions: implications for plasticity and psychiatric disorders. Journal of Neural Transmission, 116(8), 941-952. doi:10.1007/s00702-009-0243-8; Butler, D., & Moseley, G. L. (2003). Explain Pain. 
Adelaide, Australia: Noigroup Publications.

Brainstem

Emotional Brain takes over
• Increased release of adrenalin and cortisol
• Emotional Arousal

• Irritability
• Can seem irrational
• Startle easy
• Freeze easy
• Get enraged easy
• Cry easy

• Increased HR, BR and/or BP
• Memory and attention problems
• Big muscles tense
• Small paraspinal muscles ‘go to sleep’
• Sleep disturbance
• Functional gastrointestinal disorders
• Addictions
• Can lead to:

• Auto immune disorders
• Fibromyalgia & CFS
• Psychiatric disorders

• Schizophrenia, Anxiety, Depression, PTSD, 
Bipolar disorder, etc

• Chronic Disease
• Coronary artery disease, Diabetes, Cancer, 

Obesity, Alzheimer's disease, Endocrine 
disorders

Stress

© Haavik Research 2019



Biologically plausible mechanisms for how 
you get subluxated

STRESS (emotional, chemical or structural)

“However, if the long muscles are turned on, the shorter ones, for 
example the stabilizing muscles between vertebrae, go to sleep – there 
is no need for them if you are trying to avoid danger.” 

(Butler & Moseley, 2003; Explain Pain; page 90)

Butler D, Moseley GL. Explain Pain. Adelaide, Australia: Noigroup Publications 2003. © Haavik Research 2019



What sort of stress are we talking about that causes 
this effect on the brain?

Bremner, J. D. (2006). Traumatic stress: effects on the brain. Dialogues in clinical neuroscience, 8(4), 445-461. © Haavik Research 2019



A traumatic event is an incident that causes physical, emotional, spiritual, or psychological harm. The 
person experiencing the distressing event may feel threatened, anxious, or frightened as a result. 

Examples of traumatic events include:
• serious accidents, such as car accident
• sexual assault or abuse
• being told you have a life-threatening illness
• bereavement (death of a loved one)
• violent personal assault, such as a physical attack
• domestic or family violence, dating violence
• community violence (shooting, mugging, burglary, assault, bullying)
• military combat
• terrorist attack
• being taken hostage
• being a prisoner of war.
• natural disaster such as a hurricane, flood, fire or earthquake
• sudden unexpected or violent death of someone close (suicide, accident)
• serious injury (burns, dog attack)
• major surgery 
• war or political violence 
• Marriage and Divorce
• serious illness of a loved one
• Dismissal from work
• Retirement
• Prison stay © Haavik Research 2019



Most respondents 
(90%) reported 
exposure to at least 
one traumatic event!!!

Kilpatrick, D. G., Resnick, H. S., Milanak, M. E., Miller, M. W., Keyes, K. M., & Friedman, M. J. (2013). National estimates of exposure to traumatic events and PTSD prevalence using DSM-IV and 
DSM-5 criteria. Journal of Traumatic Stress, 26(5), 537-547. © Haavik Research 2019



Out of a total of N = 2,953 how many have experienced 
at least one traumatic event
• Sexual/physical assault 1,568 53%
• Death due to violence/accident/disaster 1,529 52%
• Disaster 1,491 50%
• Accident/fire 1,427 48%
• Witnessed sexual or physical assault 982 33%
• Family/close friend threat/injury 956 32% 
• Witnessed dead bodies 667 23% 
• Work/secondary exposure 340 12%
• Combat/war zone 231 8%
• Any DSM-5 Criterion A event 2,647 90%

Kilpatrick, D. G., Resnick, H. S., Milanak, M. E., Miller, M. W., Keyes, K. M., & Friedman, M. J. (2013). National estimates of exposure to traumatic events and PTSD prevalence using DSM-IV and 
DSM-5 criteria. Journal of Traumatic Stress, 26(5), 537-547. © Haavik Research 2019



Sensory info 
comes in

Amygdala
- threat detection

Hippocampus
- memory categorization

Prefrontal cortex
- conscious rational 
categorization

PFC inhibits amygdala and hypothalamus 

Arnsten, A. F. (2009). Stress signalling pathways that impair prefrontal cortex structure and function. Nature Reviews Neuroscience, 10(6), 410; Van der Kolk, B. A. (2015). The body keeps the score: 
Brain, mind, and body in the healing of trauma: Penguin Books; Amat, J., Baratta, M. V., Paul, E., Bland, S. T., Watkins, L. R., & Maier, S. F. (2005). Medial prefrontal cortex determines how stressor 
controllability affects behavior and dorsal raphe nucleus. Nature Neuroscience, 8, 365. doi:10.1038/nn1399; Arco, A. D., & Mora, F. (2009). Neurotransmitters and prefrontal cortex–limbic system 
interactions: implications for plasticity and psychiatric disorders. Journal of Neural Transmission, 116(8), 941-952. doi:10.1007/s00702-009-0243-8

Brainstem nuclei activation:
Locus coeruleus (noradrenalin)
Substania Nigra (dopamine)

ANS sympathetic nervous system (fight or flight)

ANS Parasympathetic 
nervous system
- Vagus nerve

Hypothalamus
- Endocrine activation

© Haavik Research 2019



Sensory info 
comes in

Hippocampus
- memory categorization

Prefrontal cortex
- conscious rational 
categorization

Stress

Arnsten, A. F. (2009). Stress signalling pathways that impair prefrontal cortex structure and function. Nature Reviews Neuroscience, 10(6), 410; Van der Kolk, B. A. (2015). The body keeps the score: 
Brain, mind, and body in the healing of trauma: Penguin Books; Amat, J., Baratta, M. V., Paul, E., Bland, S. T., Watkins, L. R., & Maier, S. F. (2005). Medial prefrontal cortex determines how stressor 
controllability affects behavior and dorsal raphe nucleus. Nature Neuroscience, 8, 365. doi:10.1038/nn1399; Arco, A. D., & Mora, F. (2009). Neurotransmitters and prefrontal cortex–limbic system 
interactions: implications for plasticity and psychiatric disorders. Journal of Neural Transmission, 116(8), 941-952. doi:10.1007/s00702-009-0243-8

Brainstem nuclei activation:
Locus coeruleus (noradrenalin)
Substania Nigra (dopamine)

ANS sympathetic nervous system (fight or flight)

PFC does NOT inhibits amygdala and hypothalamus 

Amygdala
- threat detection

ANS Parasympathetic 
nervous system

- Vagus nerve

Increased HR, BP, BR

Adrenals (via pituitary 
gland)
Adrenalin and cortisol 
floods the body

Hypothalamus
- Endocrine activation

© Haavik Research 2019



Prefrontal regulation shuts down 
during major stress

DMPFC
- Reality testing
- error monitoring

DLPFC
- Top down guidance of 

attention and thought

VMPFC
- Regulation of emotion

rIPFC
- Inhibition of inappropriate 

actions

Amygdala

Hypothalamus

Arnsten, A. F. (2009). Stress signalling pathways that impair prefrontal cortex structure and function. Nature Reviews Neuroscience, 10(6), 410; Van der Kolk, B. A. (2015). The body keeps the score: 
Brain, mind, and body in the healing of trauma: Penguin Books; Amat, J., Baratta, M. V., Paul, E., Bland, S. T., Watkins, L. R., & Maier, S. F. (2005). Medial prefrontal cortex determines how stressor 
controllability affects behavior and dorsal raphe nucleus. Nature Neuroscience, 8, 365. doi:10.1038/nn1399; Arco, A. D., & Mora, F. (2009). Neurotransmitters and prefrontal cortex–limbic system 
interactions: implications for plasticity and psychiatric disorders. Journal of Neural Transmission, 116(8), 941-952. doi:10.1007/s00702-009-0243-8; Butler, D., & Moseley, G. L. (2003). Explain Pain. 
Adelaide, Australia: Noigroup Publications.

Brainstem

Stress

Emotional Brain takes over
• Increased release of adrenalin and cortisol
• Emotional Arousal

• Irritability
• Can seem irrational
• Startle easy
• Freeze easy
• Get enraged easy
• Cry easy

• Increased HR, BR and/or BP
• Memory and attention problems
• Big muscles tense
• Small paraspinal muscles ‘go to sleep’
• Sleep disturbance
• Functional gastrointestinal disorders
• Can lead to:

• Psychiatric disorders
• Schizophrenia, Anxiety, Depression, PTSD, 

Bipolar disorder, etc
• Chronic Disease

• Coronary artery disease, Diabetes, Cancer, 
Obesity, Alzheimer's disease, Endocrine 
disorders

• Auto immune disorders
• Fibromyalgia & CFS

© Haavik Research 2019



Example

When my husband left, I trembled for a year. That's not just some figurative language used to 
convey emotion; I literally shook. For a year. My body quaked from the aftershocks of the sudden 
trauma, my legs constantly kicking and my hands quivering. 

Those weren't my only symptoms, either. I had flashbacks and nightmares that took me back to the 
to the day where I received the text that ended my marriage. The 21-word incoming message read: 
"I am sorry to be such a coward leaving you this way but I am leaving you and leaving the state." 
From then on, the sound of an incoming message would actually send me to the floor, where I 
braced myself for another digital attack. 

I felt numb and had trouble remembering aspects of my marriage or my husband. I avoided sights 
and sounds that were associated with my marriage, often driving well out of my way to steer clear 
of my old neighborhood. I couldn't sleep; I was hyper alert, always scanning every room and ready 
to fight or flee at any moment. I could not eat and my weight fell to dangerous levels.

As far as I know, my life was never in actual danger. But apparently my mind and body never 
received that message. In an instant, the person I trusted the most became someone whom I 
feared. I felt threatened and unsafe. I didn't know what was real and who to trust. My husband 
never forced himself upon me, but I felt as though I had been violated when I learned I had been 
sleeping with the enemy. He never physically hit me, but the psychological blows left scars just the 
same. I've never been to war, yet every interaction with his lawyer was a battle that left me 
paralyzed with fear for my ability to survive

© Haavik Research 2019



Thayer JF, Åhs F, Fredrikson M, Sollers III JJ, Wager TD. A meta-analysis of heart rate variability and neuroimaging studies: implications for heart 
rate variability as a marker of stress and health. Neurosci Biobehav Rev. 2012;36(2):747-756. p.749

PFC important for determining/appraising threat

© Haavik Research 2019



Moench, K. M., & Wellman, C. L. (2015). Review article: Stress-induced alterations in prefrontal dendritic spines: Implications for post-traumatic stress disorder. Neuroscience Letters, 601, 41-45. 
doi:10.1016/j.neulet.2014.12.035

© Haavik Research 2019



Sensory info 
comes in

Hippocampus
- memory categorization

Prefrontal cortex
- conscious rational 
categorization

Stress

Arnsten, A. F. (2009). Stress signalling pathways that impair prefrontal cortex structure and function. Nature Reviews Neuroscience, 10(6), 410; Van der Kolk, B. A. (2015). The body keeps the score: 
Brain, mind, and body in the healing of trauma: Penguin Books; Amat, J., Baratta, M. V., Paul, E., Bland, S. T., Watkins, L. R., & Maier, S. F. (2005). Medial prefrontal cortex determines how stressor 
controllability affects behavior and dorsal raphe nucleus. Nature Neuroscience, 8, 365. doi:10.1038/nn1399; Arco, A. D., & Mora, F. (2009). Neurotransmitters and prefrontal cortex–limbic system 
interactions: implications for plasticity and psychiatric disorders. Journal of Neural Transmission, 116(8), 941-952. doi:10.1007/s00702-009-0243-8

Brainstem nuclei activation:

Locus coeruleus (noradrenalin)

Substania Nigra (dopamine)

ANS (activation of fight or flight sympathetic nervous system)

PFC inhibits amygdala and hypothalamus 

Amygdala
- threat detection

ANS Parasympathetic 
nervous system

- Vagus nerve

Adrenals (via pituitary 
gland)
Adrenalin and cortisol 
floods the body

Potentially 
stressful

Increased HR, BP, BR

Hypothalamus
- Endocrine activation

© Haavik Research 2019



Brain under constant ‘threat’
Emotional Brain takes over (lack of PFC regulation)
• Increased release of adrenalin and cortisol
• Emotional Arousal

• Irritability
• Can seem irrational
• Startle easy
• Freeze easy
• Get enraged easy
• Cry easy

• Memory and attention problems
• Big muscles tense
• Small paraspinal muscles ‘go to sleep’
• Sleep disturbance
• Increased HR, BR and/or BP
• Digestive problems
• Increased alcohol & drug consumption
• Immoral behavior & Impaired social behavior

Arnsten, A. F. (2009). Stress signalling pathways that impair prefrontal cortex structure and function. Nature Reviews Neuroscience, 10(6), 410; Van der Kolk, B. A. (2015). The body keeps the score: 
Brain, mind, and body in the healing of trauma: Penguin Books; Amat, J., Baratta, M. V., Paul, E., Bland, S. T., Watkins, L. R., & Maier, S. F. (2005). Medial prefrontal cortex determines how stressor 
controllability affects behavior and dorsal raphe nucleus. Nature Neuroscience, 8, 365. doi:10.1038/nn1399; Arco, A. D., & Mora, F. (2009). Neurotransmitters and prefrontal cortex–limbic system 
interactions: implications for plasticity and psychiatric disorders. Journal of Neural Transmission, 116(8), 941-952. doi:10.1007/s00702-009-0243-8

• Neurodevelopmental disorders
• ADHD
• Autism

• Psychiatric disorders
• Schizophrenia
• Bipolar disorder
• Anxiety
• Depression
• PTSD

• Immune & Inflammation 
• Coronary artery disease
• Diabetes
• Cancer
• Obesity
• Alzheimer's disease
• Endocrine disorders
• Auto immune disorders
• Fibromyalgia & CFS

© Haavik Research 2019



Timing of stress event matters

Baker, K. D., Den, M. L., Graham, B. M., & Richardson, R. (2014). A window of vulnerability: Impaired fear extinction in adolescence. Neurobiology of Learning and Memory, 113, 90-100.



HE
AL

TH
Y

PA
TH

O
LO

GY

Major Depression
PTSD
Anxiety
Bipolar disorder
Schizophrenia
Suicide

Symptoms
Appear

Maladaptive Neuroplasticity 

Positive neuroplastic adaptations

Enough
Symptoms
To fit disease 
category

Traumatic 
Event

Increased HR, 
BP, BR
Irritability
Emotionally 
Aroused
Anxiety
Depression

Sleep & digestive 
Drug/alcohol abuse
Memory/Attention
Tight/sore big muscles
Frequent subluxations
Pain
Addictions

ADHD
Autism
Heroin addiction
Autoimmune
Fibromyalgia
CFS
Chronic pain

Potentially 
stressful

Potentially 
stressful

Potentially 
stressful

Coronary artery 
disease
Diabetes
Cancer
Obesity
Alzheimer's 
disease
Endocrine 
disorders

Traumatic 
Event

© Haavik Research 2019



Van der Kolk, B. A. (2015). The body keeps the score: Brain, mind, and body in the healing of trauma: Penguin Books. © Haavik Research 2019



Typical symptoms of long-term internal emotional storm
Lots of Pain

Tight sore muscles
Lots of subluxations, that reoccur often

Take medication for stress, anxiety, depression
Drinks a lot of alcohol

Very ‘on edge,’ jittery, startle easy, tremor
Smoke

Overeating, overweight
Take drugs

Disassociate easy
Avoidance behavior (watches lots of TV, sports, etc to avoid feeling)

Workaholic
Highly emotional and/or irritable
Memory and attention problems

Appears irrational
Sleep problems

Functional digestive issues
High blood pressure, high heart rate, and/or high breathing rate

Low HRV

© Haavik Research 2019
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Maternal reported exposure to stressful life events and perceived stress 
can be measured with EEG in babies as young as 2 months old!

Pierce LJ, Thompson BL, Gharib A, et al. Association of Perceived Maternal Stress During the Perinatal Period With Electroencephalography Patterns in 2-Month-Old 
InfantsPerceived Maternal Stress in the Perinatal Period and Electroencephalography Patterns in 2-Month-Old InfantsPerceived Maternal Stress in the Perinatal Period 
and Electroencephalography Patterns in 2-Month-Old Infants. 2019. In press © Haavik Research 2019



Inheritance of parental traumatic exposure!

Yehuda R, Lehrner A. Intergenerational transmission of trauma effects: putative role of epigenetic mechanisms. World Psychiatry. 2018;17(3):243-257; Dias BG, Ressler 
KJ. Parental olfactory experience influences behavior and neural structure in subsequent generations. Nat Neurosci. 2014;17(1):89; 

• A higher prevalence of PTSD, mood and 
anxiety disorders is observed in Holocaust 
offspring

• Increased prevalence of PTSD among 
offspring with parental PTSD

• Cherry blossom study

© Haavik Research 2019



Thayer, J. F. (2009). Vagal tone and the inflammatory reflex. Cleveland Clinic Journal of Medicine, 76(Suppl 2), S23-26. 

Prefrontal cortex 
directly affects 
right vagus nerve

Vagus nerve 
regulates 
inflammation

© Haavik Research 2019
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Inflammatory strong link to chronic disease

“mounting evidence suggests a common underlying cause of major 
degenerative diseases. The four horsemen of the medical apocalypse —
coronary artery disease, diabetes, cancer, and 
Alzheimer's — may be riding the same steed: inflammation.”

https://www.health.harvard.edu/newsletter_article/Inflammation_A_unifying_theory_of_disease © Haavik Research 2019



Pavlov, V. A., & Tracey, K. J. (2012). The vagus nerve and the inflammatory reflex—linking immunity and metabolism. Nature Reviews 
Endocrinology, 8(12), 743. © Haavik Research 2019



Rohleder, N. (2011). Variability in stress system regulatory control of inflammation: a critical factor mediating health effects of stress. Expert 
Review of Endocrinology & Metabolism, 6(2), 269-278. © Haavik Research 2019



Tracey, K. J. (2002). The inflammatory reflex. Nature, 420(6917), 853. © Haavik Research 2019



Kul’chyns’kyi, A. B., Kyjenko, V. M., Zukow, W., & Popovych, I. L. (2017). Causal neuro-immune relationships at patients with chronic pyelonephritis 
and cholecystitis. correlations between parameters EEG, HRV and white blood cell count. Open Medicine, 12(1), 201-213. 

MPFC 
critically involved in ANS 

regulation, the endocrine 
system and the immune 

system

as well as pain, emotion 
and behavioral 

regulation

© Haavik Research 2019



Berthoud, H.-R., & Neuhuber, W. L. (2000). Functional and chemical anatomy of the afferent vagal system. Autonomic Neuroscience, 85(1-3), 1-17; 
Thayer, J. F., & Sternberg, E. M. (2010). Neural aspects of immunomodulation: focus on the vagus nerve. Brain, Behavior, and Immunity, 24(8), 
1223-1228; Bankenahally, R., & Krovvidi, H. (2016). Autonomic nervous system: anatomy, physiology, and relevance in anaesthesia and critical care 
medicine. Bja Education, 16(11), 381-387. 

Prefrontal Cortex
CRITICAL for 
regulation of ANS

© Haavik Research 2019



Prefrontal Cortex
CRITICAL for 
regulation of 
endocrine system 
including HPA

Moench, K. M., & Wellman, C. L. (2015). Review article: Stress-induced alterations in prefrontal dendritic spines: Implications for post-traumatic stress disorder. Neuroscience Letters, 601, 41-45. 
doi:10.1016/j.neulet.2014.12.035 © Haavik Research 2019



Kenney, M., & Ganta, C. (2011). Autonomic nervous system and immune system interactions. Comprehensive physiology, 4(3), 1177-1200.

© Haavik Research 2019



Kenney, M., & Ganta, C. (2011). Autonomic nervous system and immune system interactions. Comprehensive physiology, 4(3), 1177-1200.

© Haavik Research 2019



Ohira, H., Matsunaga, M., Osumi, T., Fukuyama, S., Shinoda, J., Yamada, J., & Gidron, Y. (2013). Vagal nerve activity as a moderator of brain–
immune relationships. Journal of Neuroimmunology, 260(1-2), 28-36. © Haavik Research 2019



Mental Health

Immune system

Inflammation

ANS regulation

Endocrine 

Gastrointestinal 

Pain & stiffness

Sleep 

High blood pressure

High heart rate

Attention and focus 

Chiropractic Adjustments 
change processing in the 
Prefrontal Cortex!!!

Coronary artery disease
Diabetes
Cancer
Obesity
Alzheimer's disease
Endocrine disorders
ADHD
Autism
Autoimmune
Fibromyalgia
CFS
Chronic pain
Major Depression
PTSD
Anxiety
Bipolar disorder
Schizophrenia
High blood pressure
Addiction

© Haavik Research 2019
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